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Abstract 

Key Words Software, Quality, Release, Assessment 

The document describes the first interTwin DTE release along with all necessary steps 

towards it. It includes the Software release procedure, the Quality Criteria (mandatory 

and optional) required for each component, how each component is tracked and finally 

the release itself alongside some statistics about the number of components and their 

status. 
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Executive summary 

This deliverable describes the first interTwin DTE release. This is the work performed by 

Task 3.3 during the first project period. Namely, the documentation about the Software 

release procedure in a Confluence Wiki page. This procedure includes mandatory Quality 

Criteria that the project’s DTE components have to satisfy to be part of the release as well 

as optional criteria towards earning a badge. 

It describes in detail how each DTE component is tracked towards the release, through 

Jira tickets as well as how the Quality Criteria is assessed through the Software Quality 

Assurance as a Service with underlying CI/CD Jenkins pipelines. 

The first interTwin DTE release is detailed with descriptions of the platform architecture 

and statistics about the number of components and their QC assessment. 
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1 Introduction 

This Deliverable describes the work done in the first period regarding the setting of the 

Software (SW) release management procedure. This procedure has been described and 

implemented according to discussions with the DTE developer teams responsible for the 

interTwin platform and applications. 

Quality is a very important trait in Software development and release; thus, it has been 

made part of this procedure. Each DTE component is required to pass the Software 

Quality Criteria set by Task 3.3 to be part of an interTwin release. The mandatory and 

optional Quality Criteria is detailed in this document. 

The assessment is performed on the source code through a Version Control System 

repository with the “Software Quality Assurance as a Service” (SQAaaS) from the EOSC-

Synergy project1, executing CI/CD pipelines using a Jenkins service. 

The procedure and guidelines are described in Confluence Wikis, and the DTE 

components for the interTwin release are tracked in Jira tickets under the control of Task 

3.3. 

The first interTwin DTE release is also detailed in this deliverable, it includes the platform 

architecture and the description and status of the components in the release. 

This document is organized as follows: 

● Section 2 describes the software and services quality assurance, the mandatory 

and optional criteria. 

● Section 3 details the software and DTE release management procedure. 

● Sections 4 describes the 1st interTwin DTE release. 

● Section 5 draws some conclusions. 

 

1 https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/ 

https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/
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2 Software and Services Quality 

Assurance 

In the framework of Task 3.3, we have defined a set of Quality Criteria Attributes (QCA), 

that software components have to pass to be included in the interTwin release. This 

quality criteria set was discussed and agreed upon with the DTE developer teams. The 

document: “A set of Common Software Quality Assurance Baseline Criteria for Research 

Projects" [R1] has served as the basis for the QCAs in interTwin. 

The set of QCAs is documented in a confluence page: 

• https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/Software+and+Services+Quality+A

ssurance+%28SQA%29+guidelines (internal) 

The QCAs are abstract in the sense that they are agnostic with respect to the technologies 

and services used to assess them. 

There are two main sections regarding the SW release in InterTwin: 

● Mandatory criteria for the SW release. 

● Optional criteria: for DTE developer teams that want to obtain a badge according 

to the EOSC-Synergy standards. 

2.1 Mandatory Criteria 

The following criteria are mandatory for any software component release. The key words 

"MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", 

"RECOMMENDED", “MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as 

described in [R2]. 

1. Code Accessibility [QC.Acc] 

● [QC.Acc01] Following the open-source model, the source code being 

produced MUST be open and publicly available to promote the adoption 

and augment the visibility of the software developments. 

● [QC.Acc02] Source code MUST use a Version Control System (VCS). 

2. Code Workflow [QC.Wor] 

● [QC.Wor01] The main branch in the source code repository MUST maintain 

a working state version of the software component. 

3. Code Management [QC.Man] 

● [QC.Man01] An issue tracking system MUST be in place; it facilitates 

structured software development. Leveraging issues to track down both 

new enhancements and defects (bugs, documentation typos). This criteria 

is adapted from the original baseline. 

https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/Software+and+Services+Quality+Assurance+%28SQA%29+guidelines
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/Software+and+Services+Quality+Assurance+%28SQA%29+guidelines
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4. Semantic Versioning [QC.Ver] 

● [QC.Ver01] Semantic Versioning2 specification SHOULD be used for tagging 

the production releases. (This criteria is adapted from the original 

baseline.) This standard proposes a `<MAJOR>.<MINOR>.<PATCH>` 

schema for tagging releases, where: 

○ A MAJOR increment denotes incompatible changes breaking 

backwards compatibility (obsoletes components). 

○ A MINOR increment denotes backwards-compatible 

features/functionalities. 

○ A PATCH increment denotes backwards-compatible bug fixes. 

5. Licensing [QC.Lic] 

● [QC.Lic01] As open-source software, source code MUST adhere to an open-

source license to be freely used, modified and distributed by others. Non-

licensed software is exclusive copyright   by default. License MUST be 

compliant with the Open Source Definition3. 

● [QC.Lic01.1] Licenses MUST be physically present (e.g. as a LICENSE file) in 

the root of all the source code repositories related to the software 

component. 

6. Documentation [QC.Doc] 

● [QC.Doc02] Documentation is RECOMMENDED to use plain text format 

using a markup language, such as Markdown or reStructuredText. (This 

criteria is adapted from the original baseline.) 

● [QC.Doc03] Documentation MUST be online and available in a 

documentation repository. 

● [QC.Doc04] Documentation MUST be updated on new software versions 

involving any substantial or minimal change in the behaviour of the 

application. 

● [QC.Doc05] Documentation MUST be updated whenever reported as 

inaccurate or unclear. 

● [QC.Doc06] Documentation MUST be produced according to the target 

audience, varying according to the software component specification. The 

identified types of documentation and their RECOMMENDED content are: 

○ [QC.Doc06.1] README file MUST be present. 

○ [QC.Doc06.5] Developer, when applicable. 

 

2 https://semver.org 

3 https://opensource.org/osd 

https://semver.org/
https://opensource.org/osd
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○ [QC.Doc06.6] Deployment and Administration, when applicable. 

○ [QC.Doc06.7] User, when applicable. 

2.2 Optional Criteria 

The optional QCA are for the = DTE developer teams that aim at a badge awarded by 

EOSC-Synergy through the SQAaaS: [https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/]. 

In addition to the mandatory set of QCAs, the following QCAs should be met in order to 

obtain a badge. There are three badges: Gold, Silver, and Bronze. 

For the Bronze badge mandatory QCAs must be meet, plus: 

Documentation [QC.Doc]: 

● [QC.Doc01] Documentation MUST be treated as code, 

● [QC.Doc01.1] Version controlled, it MAY reside in the same repository 

where the source code lies. 

● [QC.Doc06.2] CONTRIBUTING file MUST be present in order to 

communicate how external parties can contribute to the code. 

● [QC.Doc06.3] A code of conduct (usually defined in a CODE_OF_CONDUCT 

file) MUST be present to establish the positive social attitudes expected 

within the community of code contributors. 

For the Silver badge, the Bronze badge QCAs must be met, plus: 

Metadata [QC.Met] 

Metadata for the software component provides a way to achieve its full identification, 

thus making software citation viable [R3]. It allows the assignment of a Digital Object 

Identifier (DOI) and is key towards preservation, discovery, reuse, and attribution of the 

software component.  

● [QC.Met01] A metadata file SHOULD exist alongside the code, under its 

VCS. The metadata file SHOULD be updated when needed, as is the case of 

a new version. 

For the Gold badge mandatory the Silver badge QCAs must be met, plus: 

Style [QC.Sty] 

Code style requirements pursue the correct maintenance of the source code by the 

common agreement of a series of style conventions. These vary based on the 

programming language being used. 

● [QC.Sty01] Each individual software product MUST comply with 

community-driven or de-facto code style standards for the programming 

languages being used. 

 

 

https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/
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Unit [QC.Uni] 

Unit testing evaluates all the possible flows in the internal design of the code, so that its 

behavior becomes apparent. It is a key type of testing for early detection of failures in the 

development cycle. 

● [QC.Uni01] Minimum acceptable code coverage threshold SHOULD be 

70%. 

Security [QC.Sec] 

The security assessment is essential for any production software. An effective 

implementation of the security requirements applies to every stage in the Software 

Development Life Cycle (SDLC), especially effective at the source code level. 

● [QC.Sec02] Source code MUST use automated linter tools to perform static 

application security testing (SAST)4, that flag common suspicious constructs 

that may cause a bug or lead to a security risk (e.g. inconsistent data 

structure sizes or unused resources). 

  

 

4 https://owasp.org/www-community/Source_Code_Analysis_Tools 

https://owasp.org/www-community/Source_Code_Analysis_Tools
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3 interTwin Release Management 

The software release procedure is described in the following confluence page: 

● https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/PROC10+Software+Release 

(internal) 

The procedure describes the goals, entities involved and necessary steps towards a 

software release, as shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen, the 1st step is the Quality 

Assurance assessment of all software components that are candidates to be part of the 

interTwin release. The assessment is performed using the EOSC-Synergy’s SQAaaS 

service: https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/ as shown in Figure 2. 

This service generates a report in pdf (shown in Figure 3) and json format.  

For each SW component declared in our internal confluence page: 

● https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/SW+information%3A++Platfor

m+services%2C+DTE+core%2C+DTE+thematic+modules%2C+DT+application

s (internal) 

a Jira ticket is created to track its evolution towards the inclusion in the release; this is 

shown for one SW component in Figure 4. The full list of Jira tickets created for the 

interTwin release is at: https://jira.egi.eu/projects/ITRM/issues/ (internal). The above-

mentioned SQAaaS assessment reports are included in each of the corresponding Jira 

tickets. 

The report in json format is parsed to extract the results of the assessment and included 

in the ticket as well, c.f. Figure 5. This is how we track the evolution of any given 

component towards the interTwin release. 

 

https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/PROC10+Software+Release
https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/#/auth/full-assessment
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/SW+information%3A++Platform+services%2C+DTE+core%2C+DTE+thematic+modules%2C+DT+applications
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/SW+information%3A++Platform+services%2C+DTE+core%2C+DTE+thematic+modules%2C+DT+applications
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/interTwin/SW+information%3A++Platform+services%2C+DTE+core%2C+DTE+thematic+modules%2C+DT+applications
https://jira.egi.eu/projects/ITRM/issues/
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Figure 1 - Procedure for the SW release within interTwin. 

 

 
Figure 2 - SQAaaS service to perform an assessment on the source code. 
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Figure 3 - SQAaaS assessment report for Deltares hydromt component. 

 

 
Figure 4 -Jira ticket for the SW component openEO Python Process Implementation. The assessment reports (in pdf and json 

formats) are included in the ticket 
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Figure 5 - Mandatory QCA included in the tickets, that the SW and DTE developers should check to prepare their 

components for release. 

Some of the QC attributes can’t be automatically assessed, most are about the existence 

of certain documentation. Depending on the type of component there may be some 

types of documents that are not applicable to it. For example, in the case of a DTE 

application it does not make sense to have an administration guide. 

Another case of manual assessment is QC.Wor01, since a working state version of the 

software component may not be in the main branch. 
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4 interTwin First DTE Release 

There are four main categories of DTE components that fulfil the interTwin platform 

architecture shown in Figure 6, the web page: 

https://www.intertwin.eu/intertwin-digital-twin-engine/ contains a detailed 

overview of the architecture and the 3 DTE categories: 

1. The Digital Twin Engine infrastructure modules: provide specific capabilities on top 

of HW infrastructure, such as federated data and computing resources needed for 

modeling and simulation tasks: 

a. https://www.intertwin.eu/dte-infrastructure-modules/. 

2. The Digital Twin Engine core modules: offer cross-domain capabilities, simplifying 

the creation and operation of data-intensive and compute-intensive DT 

applications: 

a. https://www.intertwin.eu/core-dte-modules/. 

3. The Digital Twin Engine thematic modules (environment and physics): add-ons 

providing capabilities tailored to the needs of specific application groups: 

a. https://www.intertwin.eu/thematic-modules-environment/. 

b. https://www.intertwin.eu/thematic-modules-physics/. 

 

 
Figure 6 - interTwin DTE architecture, showing on the right with blue boxes, the DTE categories. 

The website exposes, for each component, a dedicated webpage (see example in Figure 

7) where the information about the software is displayed (Description, Documentation 

link to source code, etc). 

https://www.intertwin.eu/intertwin-digital-twin-engine/
https://www.intertwin.eu/dte-infrastructure-modules/
https://www.intertwin.eu/core-dte-modules/
https://www.intertwin.eu/thematic-modules-environment/
https://www.intertwin.eu/thematic-modules-physics/
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Figure 7 - Web page describing the itwinai component 

The components that have been included in the first release have been the results of the 

first DTE internal release described in the deliverables D5.2[R4], D6.2[R5], D7.3[R6] and 

D7.4[R7] and which have passed the mandatory Quality Criteria defined in the procedure 

described in Section 3. 

An overview of the status of the SW and DTE components is given next. 

There were 44 Jira tickets created for as many components. From those, 6 components 

are still in the early stages of development and will not be released yet. The other 38 

components will be part of the release, meaning that they have been through the SQAaaS 

assessment, and all pass the mandatory Quality Criteria. Furthermore, and regarding the 

optional Quality Criteria, 7 components have earned the EOSC-Synergy Bronze badge, 1 

the Silver badge and 1 the Gold badge. 
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5 Conclusions 

During the first period of the project, Task 3.3 has created a procedure for software 

release of the interTwin DTE. It has successfully used the SQAaaS from EOSC-Synergy to 

assess the mandatory attributes of the Quality Criteria needed for any given component 

to be part of the first release. Furthermore, several components have passed optional 

criteria, thus earning badges resulting from the assessment. 

The tracking of the individual components through Jira tickets, has proven to be an 

appropriate way for developers to work their components towards inclusion in the 

release. Not all criteria are possible to be verified automatically with the CI/CD Jenkins 

pipelines, namely the type of documentation, accordingly the developer teams have 

performed this manual step. 

Last but not least, we reported about the first interTwin DTE release, showing the 

platform architecture with a large fraction of the components as part of the release and 

some statistics about the software management process through Jira tickets. 

The task T3.3 is planning to extend the software release procedure and activities for the 

second release of the DTE to include artifact release management. This activity has not 

been included in the first release cycle as many components have not yet reached the 

needed level of maturity.  
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